INTERNAL MEMO

To: All Members of Staff and Students

DATE: 29th March, 2021

From: The Vice-Chancellor

REF: PU/VC/CRCLRS/18

SUBJECT: THE FIFTEENTH (15) PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS ON THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC ON FRIDAY 26TH MARCH, 2021

Following our earlier memo dated 27th March, 2021, the University Senate held a special meeting today, 29th March 2021 to deliberated on the same and made the following resolutions.

1. All physical learning has been suspended except for students in the medical profession.

2. All teaching and learning for all registered non-medical students shall continue virtually while observing Covid-19 protocols.

3. The University Almanac remains as earlier communicated with the provision that all learning will be online.

4. All sporting activities have been suspended

5. All post graduate students continue with their research work uninterrupted and strictly adhere to Covid-19 protocols.

6. All other activities and engagements shall follow the directives as communicated in the 15th Presidential Address on Covid-19

Thank you.

PROF. M. S. RAJAB, PhD, EBS
VICE-CHANCELLOR

29 MAR 2021